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Abstract6

The ever-evolving body of empirical results do confirmation on the theoretical perspective the7

validity of OOD metrics whose validity is determined by them demonstrating that [1] they8

measure what they purport to measure. Quite often OOD metrics have been used as indicators9

of both the internal and external behaviors in the software development process. Software10

metrics especially for Object Oriented Systems literature often describe complex models with11

the focus to help predict various properties of software products and processes by measuring12

other properties. Usually designers are met with challenges to work with these measures13

especially when and how to use them. The very process of collecting these measurements leads14

to a better organization of the software process and a better understanding of what designers15

do as long as they confine to measurements that are meaningful. To this end therefore, the16

initiation of these metrics during the initial software development process is important. This17

paper elicits an understanding of the OOD metrics used in OOS development.18

19

Index terms— MOOD, OOD, metrics, software quality.20

1 Introduction21

oftware metrics plays a key role in good software engineering. Measurement is used to assess situations, track22
progress and evaluate effectives of software products. But there exists a huge challenge in the measurement23
process due to lack of coordinated, comprehensive framework for understanding and using measurement [2].24
Object-oriented approach to software development requires some specific set of metrics [3]. Various object-25
oriented measurements are used to evaluate and predict the quality of software products [4], where the empirical26
results are used to supports the theoretical validity of the Object-Oriented Software Product metrics [5]. The27
validity of these metrics needs to facilitate the accuracy that the metric measure what they purport to measure.28

2 II. Software Engineering Metrics and Quality29

According to Edward V. Berard [6] Metrics are units of measurement that refer to a set of specific measurements30
taken on a particular item or process. For software engineering metrics are units of measurement used to31
characterize software engineering products, processes and the people, hence assessing quality. Ahmad S et.al [7]32
indicated that Software metrics are measures that facilitate software developers and software analyst to preview33
into the efficiency of the software process and projects that are conducted using Author: UMMA University.34
e-mail: jneyole434@gmail.com the process as framework. These metrics measures different aspects of software35
complexity hence play an important role in analysing and improving software quality [8].36

Mahfuzul Huda et.al [9] argued that the quality of any object-oriented design is critical as it has a great37
influence on the overall quality of finally delivered software product. Further he asserts that Software quality is38
still a vague terminology since it has different meaning to different people, the way one measure quality depends39
on the viewpoint he/she takes [10]. Acceptable object-oriented design properties and associated metrics are40
helpful when utilized in the early stage of software development process, since the metrics determination is an41
important phase in testability estimation process [11].42
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5 OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN METRICS

Quality in the use of Object-Oriented Software Engineering metrics are available when the final product is43
in use in real conditions. Here the internal quality determines the external quality, while the external quality44
determines quality in use [12]. According to the GE model for describing software quality, presented by ??cCall et45
al. (1977), software quality is organized around three main types of quality characteristic:factors which describe46
the external view of the software, as viewed by the users, criteria which describe the internal view of the software,47
as seen by the developer and the metrics which control and are defined and used to provide a scale and method48
for measurement.49

With the help of software metric software designers are able to deeper understand the software product50
in an effective way as they use diverse measurements of computer software in development. Thus, though51
software metric we are able to measure some property of software’s including their components considering that52
software quality metrics to be subset of software metrics they are helpful [7]. To this end, with the aid of OOD53
metric therefore, software professionals can then use object oriented metric suite to predict and enhance the54
maintainability of software with least error and best precision in an object-oriented paradigm [13].55

3 III.56

4 Issues in Software Engineering Metrics57

Berard E argued that if used properly, software engineering metrics enables us among others to qualitatively58
and quantitatively define success and failure by establishing the degree of success or failure and identify and59
quantify improvement [6]. The objective of the ISO/IEC 9126 standards is to address the human limitations60
that canadversely affect the final software engineering development project. Some of the issues addressed include61
the change of focus after the start of a project. The standards provide clarity through agreeing on the project62
priorities and converting the compliance to measurable output values that can be validated against schema63
with total zero interventions, the standards therefore facilitate a common understanding of software engineering64
project’s objectives and goals [14] These ISO/IEC 9126 standard further classified into four main parts: -the65
quality model, external metrics, internal metrics and quality in use metrics. However, the use of these design66
metrics is limited in practice due to the difficulty of measuring and using a large number of metrics.67

Fenton and Neil [15] journal indicated that the major problem is in using such metrics in isolation. They argued68
that it was possible to provide a genuine improved management decision support system based on suchsimplistic69
metrics, but only by adopting a less isolationist approach. Much as software metrics play an important role in70
developing high quality software as well as to improve the developer’s productivity [16] there comes the problem71
of identifying the right metrics to be used at a given stage of the OOD process.72

Emphasis of introducing the metrics during the intimal software development is vital. OO designs are highly73
involved, often ill-defined, complex and iterative process. Their needs and specifications get more refined only as74
the design process moves toward its final stages. This therefore calls for effective metric tools that will help the75
designer make better-informed decisions with proven efficient knowledge representation schemes.76

IV.77

5 Object-Oriented Design Metrics78

Aggarwal et.al (2013) indicated that metrics for OO design entails measurements that are applied to the class79
and design characteristics [17], as they aim achieve quality in software process and product, This OO metrics80
measurement tools have yet to achieve the needed degree of maturity [18] they therefore need standardization [19].81
Chidamber et.al [20] indicated that while metrics for the traditional functional decomposition and data analysis82
design approach measure the design structure and data structure independently, the objectoriented metrics need83
to focus on the combination of both the function and data as an integrated object. Despite the metric being84
traditional or new, it should be able effective to measure at least one or mere OOSD attributes of a software85
engineering product [21].86

There exist various metrics for object Oriented designs otherwise called MOOD (Metrics for Object Oriented87
Designs). According to F.B. Abreu et al [22] metrics for Object Oriented Designs define the structural models88
of a software engineering design where they facilitate measurements of OO paradigms such as encapsulation,89
inheritance, polymorphism and message passing. These metrics are usually expressed to measure where the90
numerator defines the actual use of a feature for a design namely the method and attributes. The attributes91
represent the status of object in the system while method is used to maintain or modify the several kinds of92
status of the object [23].93

Sahar et.al [24] stated that the most important measures that need to be considered in any software product94
is in the design quality. He established that design phase takes only 5-10 % of the total effort but a large part95
up to 80% of total effort goes into correcting bad design decisions [25]. The MOOD metrics include: -Method96
Hiding Factor (MHF), the Attribute Hiding Factor (AHF), the Method Inheritance Factor (MIF), the Coupling97
Factor (COF), the Attribute Inheritance Factor (AIF) and the Polymorphism Factor (PF) [17]. Each MOOD98
metric is associated with basic structural mechanisms of the object-oriented paradigm [26]. The MOOD metric99
set enables expression of some recommendations for designers [27].100

Malhotra et.al [28] indicated that design of a system plays an essential role in ascertaining the system’s reaction101
to incoming changes, and wellchosen OO design metrics can function as an indicator of changeability. Gupta &102
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Saxena [29] stated thatthe prediction of software defect is possible on the basis of historical data accumulated103
during implementation of similar or same software projects or it can be developed using design metrics collected104
during design phase of software development.105

Chidamber and Kemerer [30] theoretical presentation on OO design metrics for software development life cycle106
are based upon OOD measurement theories that are used by OO software developers. The key requirements of107
metric measurements by Chidamber and Kemerer [20] focused on improving the quality of software with the help108
of a new metrics suite that consists of six design level metrics named WMC, DIT, NOC, CBO, RFC and LCOM109
[29]. According to Shyam Chidamber and Chris Kemerer [31] on the role of metrics for OOD indicated that the110
important components of process improvement is the ability to measure the process. Their paper provided the111
appreciation of development and empirical validation of sets of theoretically-grounded metrics of OO designs.112

V.113

6 Oodmetrics for Analysis114

Object Oriented Software Engineering product code is analyzed through object-oriented metrics, two suites of115
metrics are used, the Chidamber-Kemerer (CK) [20] and MOOD ??1] [32] suites. Many of the OOD software’s116
usually fail due to poor quality especially when the estimation of software quality is not prioritized during the117
software development. Mago et.al [33] indicated that design metrics play an important role in helping developers118
to appreciate design aspects of software especially to the improvement of software quality. Thus, through the119
analysis of the OOD metric data one can forecast the quality of the object-oriented system. Boehm et.al [34]120
stated that to produce highquality Object-Oriented applications a strong emphasis on design aspects is highly121
necessary. To this end therefore OOD software metrics among other metrics should make it possible for software122
engineers to measure and predict software processes, necessary resources for a project and products relevant for123
a software development effort. Software quality for OOD is the degree to which OO software possesses required124
combinations of attributes such as reliability, maintainability, efficiency, portability, usability and reusability.125

Object oriented design are intended to capture the fundamental structure of an object-oriented program. The,126
set of components which can evaluate, represent and implement an object-oriented design include attributes,127
methods, objects/ classes, relationships and class hierarchies and must be addressed during the whole process128
of OOSD process. Measuring software quality in the early stages of software development is the key to develop129
high quality software [33]. During the OOD process analysis of model captures the logical information about the130
system, while the design model adds details to support efficient information access. This is important; however,131
the optimizing process must also be considered so as to make the implementation more efficient.132

Despite this, design optimization should not be extreme since the ease of implementation, maintainability, and133
extensibility need to be considered. Often a perfectly optimized design is usually more efficient but less readable134
and reusable. Designers must strike a balance between the two. Factor to be considered in the analysis include:135
-addition of redundant associations [35], omission of non-usable associations [36], optimization of algorithms [37]136
and storage of derived attributes to avoid re-computation of complex expressions.137

7 VI.138

8 Internal Metrics139

Internal events are those that pass from one object to another object within a system. Dubey et.al [38] stated140
that metrics provide insight necessary to create and design model through the test. It also provides a quantative141
way to access the quality of internal attributes of the product, thereby it enables the software engineer to access142
quality before the product is build [39]. OOD metrics are thus crucial source of information through which143
a software developer takes a decision for design good software. For instance, through the Reliability metrics,144
the quality of internal product can be measured by the number of bugs in the software and by the duration of145
software metrics crash. The Class Method Complexity (CMC) metric defined as the summation of the internal146
structural complexity of all local methods is a theoretical basis and viewpoints. The metrics greatly affect the147
effort required to design, implement, test and maintain a class [40].148

9 VII.149

10 External Metrics150

Punia et.al [40] indicated that the external metrics are used to examine and reuse of an OO system. External151
events are those events that pass from a user of the system to the objects within the system. For example,152
mouse click or key?press by the user are external events. For instance, the MPC (Message Pass Coupling) metric153
addresses the external methods which are the number of send statements defined in a particular OOS class.154
When a message invokes numerous methods as a response, the class becomes more complicated and more testing155
and debugging is required [41].156

Bidve and Khare [42] indicated that coupling in software has been associated with the maintainability and is157
used as predictors of external software quality attributes such as fault-proneness, impact analysis, ripple effects of158
changes, changeability. Shaik et.al [43] stated that external validation involves empirically demonstrating that the159
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12 CONCLUSION

product metric is associated with some important external metric. Shaik et.al further states that high cognitive160
complexity leads to a component exhibiting undesirable external qualities, such as increased fault proneness and161
reduced maintainability. Accordingly, object-oriented product metrics that affect cognitive complexity will be162
related with fault-proneness. From the above, the underlying assumption is that such measures can be used as163
objective measure to predict various external quality aspects of the code or design artifacts [44].164

11 VIII.165

12 Conclusion166

Dubey et.al [38] indicated that the popularity of object-oriented design metrics is essential in software engineering167
for measuring the software complexity, estimating size, quality and project efforts. Objectoriented metrics assures168
to provide OOD that are reliable, maintainable and reusable software products. The initiation of various OOD169
metrics during the software initial development process in vital as this will enable designers eliminate bugs and170
limitations making the software product be of good quality. Increasingly, object-oriented design measurements171
are being used to evaluate and predict the quality of software [4] through prediction SE are able to improve the172
software product performance as well as enhance more user requirements during and after the OOS design.173
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